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Abstract
We investigate a question initiated in the work of Sibley and Wagon, who proved that 3 colors suffice to color any collection of
2D parallelograms glued edge-to-edge. Their proof relied on the existence of an “elbow” parallelogram. We explore the existence
of analogous “corner” parallelepipeds in 3D objects. Our results are twofold. First, we refine the 2D proof to render information on
the number and location of the 2D elbows. Second, we prove that not all of the 2D refinements extend to 3D.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Sibley and Wagon [8] proved that any collection of parallelograms glued whole-edge to whole-edge must have at
least one elbow: a parallelogram with two edges incident to one of its vertices exposed in the sense that neither is
glued to another parallelogram. Elbows have at most two neighbors, which enabled them to prove that such tilings are
3-colorable. Define a brick object in 3D to be a collection of parallelepipeds (henceforth, bricks) glued whole-face
to whole-face, so that the surface of the resulting object is a closed 2-manifold, i.e., every point on the surface has
a neighborhood that is a disk. The analogous question in 3D is the following [3,10]: Must every brick object have
at least one corner, a brick with three faces incident to one of its vertices, exposed? Two bricks in a collection are
adjacent if they share a single whole face. Define the brick graph of a brick object to have a node for each brick, and
an arc for each pair of adjacent bricks. A corner brick clearly has degree  3 in the brick graph.
Robertson, Schweitzer, and Wagon [7] found a polyhedron with no corner. Their example, a “buttressed octahe-
dron”, has genus 13. Since then, there have been two developments concerning corners of 3D brick objects. First, it
was shown in [5] that two classes of such objects always have corners: objects built from orthogonal bricks, i.e., rec-
✩ A preliminary version of this paper appeared in [M. Damian, J. O’Rourke, On corners of objects built from parallelepiped bricks, in: Proc. 16th
Canad. Conf. Comput. Geom., August 2004, pp. 20–23. [4]].
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object with no corners (Fig. 1), and conjectured that there exist genus-0 objects built from bricks with no corners [2].
In this paper we refine the 2D result and show that one of these refinements fails to extend to topological balls
in 3D.
2. The cornerless ZZ-object
In this section we present a genus-3 object, called the ZZ-object [2], that has no corners. The ZZ-object serves
as a counterexample to many hypotheses and will be important to illustrate our definitions. The overall design is
shown in Fig. 1(a). The object consists of two Z-shaped paths connecting four cubes. None of the long connectors
is a corner. Furthermore, each of the long connectors has no bricks with three exposed faces, when split lengthwise
into four bricks. Similarly, the four cubes have no bricks with three exposed faces, when split into eight cubes. All of
the vertices of the object are cube vertices, and none are corner vertices (vertices with three incident faces exposed).
The object consists of only ten bricks (before splitting). However, as is evident from (a) of the figure, the ZZ-object is
self-intersecting. The self-intersection can be removed by zig-zagging one of the Zs, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
We identify a property, called separability, that the ZZ-object fails to satisfy. Later, in Section 4, we show that any
genus-0 object satisfies the separability property.
For any edge e, we define the pseudoplane Z[e] to be the collection of bricks with an edge parallel to e, defined
recursively as follows:
(1) Every brick that shares e is in Z[e].
(2) If brick b is in Z[e] and e′ an edge of b parallel to e, then every brick that shares e′ is in Z[e].
The terminology is suggested by the situation with zonohedra [5] where there is a natural correspondence to arrange-
ments of pseudoplanes. But in arbitrary objects, pseudoplanes can be more complicated. For example, the cornerless
ZZ-object (Fig. 1) is in fact a single pseudoplane Z[e1]; one can also view the ZZ-object at the union of two simpler
pseudoplanes Z[e2] ∪ Z[e3], illustrated in Fig. 2.
The top/bottom of Z[e] is defined in the obvious way: the collection of all faces of bricks of Z[e] that have no edge
parallel to e, and are incident to the top/bottom endpoint of an edge parallel to e. The top/bottom of a pseudoplane is
a two-dimensional set topologically the union of disjoint disks: a region that may have disjoint holes. The boundary
b[e] of a pseudoplane is the collection of exposed vertical faces parallel to e; boundary edges not parallel to e form the
boundary of the top and bottom of the pseudoplane. Fig. 3(b) shows the boundary of the pseudoplane from Fig. 3(a).
The boundary b[e] falls into cycles we call belts: one outer belt corresponding to the outer boundary, and several
inner belts, one per hole in the pseudoplane. In Section 4 we show that each belt is a simple cycle (Lemma 3), but not
necessarily a trivial knot when viewed as a path in R3. In particular, one of the belts of the ZZ-object, a belt of b[e1]
Fig. 1. (a) The ZZ-object: 10 bricks, no corners, self-intersecting, genus 3. (b) Zig-zagged ZZ-object: 14 bricks, no corners, non-self-intersecting,
genus 3.
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Fig. 3. (a) A pseudoplane example Z[e]; dark-shaded is the top of Z[e]. (b) The boundary of Z[e].
Fig. 4. One of the two belts of b[e1] of the ZZ-object (magnified).
(Fig. 4), is the knot known as 41, the “figure-8 knot”; the other belt of b[e1], and each of the belts b[e2] and b[e3]
surrounding the pseudoplanes from Fig. 2(a,b), is the trivial knot 0. We will later show that on topological balls, belts
are always trivial knots (Section 4, Lemma 4).
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paths may be connected through vertices, edges or faces. A path crosses a pseudoplane Z if it contains a brick of Z.
A pseudoplane Z is separating if there is no path of bricks connecting a point on its top to a point on its bottom,
without crossing Z. Referring back to the ZZ-object, notice that neither Z[e2] nor Z[e3] is separating: b1 is a brick
that connects the top of Z[e2] to the bottom of Z[e2] and does not cross Z[e2]. Similarly, b2 connects the top of
Z[e3] to the bottom of Z[e3] and does not cross Z[e3]. Separability turns out to be an important property: later (in
Section 4) we show that each pseudoplane of a topological ball is separating. An immediate implication of this is that
the ZZ-object cannot be extended to a genus-0 object.
3. 2D brick objects revisited
Sibley and Wagon [8] proved that every 2D object built from parallelograms has an elbow. In this section we refine
their theorem both quantitatively and qualitatively. We will distinguish between an elbow parallelogram, and an elbow
vertex, a vertex of the elbow with incident exposed edges. (One elbow might have more than one elbow vertex.) The
first extension of Sibley–Wagon is quantitative (Lemma 1), while the second extension is qualitative (Theorem 2).
Let O be an arbitrary object built from parallelograms, and let P be the outer boundary of O . The edges of P are
all edges of parallelograms that are on the exterior face (the unbounded component of R2 \O). Note that P is a simple
polygon, regardless of the genus of O .
Lemma 1. O has at least three distinct elbow vertices.
Proof. Orient P counterclockwise, and define the turn angle τi at a vertex vi of P to be the angle needed to turn
vi − vi−1 to vi+1 − vi ; τi is π minus the internal angle at vi . Thus a right-angled corner vertex has turn π/2, three
consecutive collinear vertices have 0 turn at the middle vertex, and reflex angles of P have negative turn.
Let the parallelogram contributing edge ei = (vi, vi+1) to P have angles αi at vi and so π − αi at vi+1. If O has
no elbow vertices, then every vertex of P must have at least two incident parallelograms of O; for just one incident
parallelogram would be an elbow. So τi = π − [αi + (π − αi−1) + βi] = αi−1 − αi − βi , where βi  0 is the angular
contribution of other parallelograms incident to vi . We know that for any simple polygon,
∑
i τi = 2π . In forming
this sum via the expression in terms of the αi ’s, it is clear that the parallelogram sharing ei has a net zero contribution,
because its terms in τi and in τi+1 cancel out. Thus each parallelogram sharing an edge of P contributes 0 to the turn
angle sum. We thus have
∑
i τi = −
∑
i βi  0. This contradicts the fact that the sum must equal 2π , contradicting
our assumption that there are no elbow vertices.
We have now reproved the Sibley–Wagon theorem. But we have more, for each elbow vertex can contribute only
strictly less than π to the turn angle (e.g., a sharp parallelogram vertex with nearly 0 internal angle). So, for ∑i τi to
reach 2π , we need at least three elbow vertices. 
That this result is best possible is established by Fig. 5. Define a monotone chord of O to be a boundary-to-
boundary chain of parallelogram edges of O that is strictly monotone with respect to some direction, in the sense that
any perpendicular line meets the chord in zero or one points.
Fig. 5. A 2D object with three elbows; the highlighted monotone chord separates two of the elbows.
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The second extension of Sibley–Wagon is qualitative, yielding information about where the elbows are: one to each
side of every monotone chord.
Theorem 2. Let c be a monotone chord that does not lie entirely on the outer boundary of O . Then there must be at
least one elbow vertex strictly to each side of c (i.e., not on c), and therefore at least one elbow to each side of c.
Proof. Because c does not lie entirely on the boundary, one can find two boundary vertices v0 and vk on c such
that P(v0, vk) (the boundary counterclockwise from v0 to vk excluding the endpoints) includes no points of c. Let
P [v0, vk] denote the boundary P(v0, vk), including the endpoints v0 and vk . Orient P so that the line of monotonicity
of c is horizontal, and draw vertical lines from v0 and vk downwards, so that P [v0, vk] is the upper chain of P . See
Fig. 6. Let P ′ be the chain that includes P [v0, vk] and the verticals. We compute the turn angle of P ′, under the
assumption that P [v0, vk] includes no elbow vertices. We compute the same sum as in the previous lemma, ∑i τi ,
except now only from i = 0, . . . , k. The lack of wrap-around will alter the clean cancellation we observed before. We
imagine virtual parallelograms incident to v0 and vk under c. Note that, by the strict monotonicity of c, there must
be some positive angle gap less than π between the verticals and the incident segments of c, leaving room for these
new parallelograms. Let π − γ0 and γk be the new parallelogram angles below c as illustrated in Fig. 6. Under the
assumption that there are no elbow vertices on P [v0, vk], we again have τi = αi−1 − αi − βi for all i = 1, . . . , k − 1.
For the two end vertices, we have
τ0 = π −
[
α0 + (π − γ0) + β0
]= γ0 − α0 − β0
τk = π −
[
γk + (π − αk) + βk
]= αk − γk − βk




= γ0 − α0 − β0
+ α0 − α1 − β1
+ α1 − α2 − β2
· · ·
+ αk−1 − αk − β1
+ αk − γk − βk
Cancellation leads to:∑
τi = (γ0 − γk) −
∑
βi < π −
∑
βi < πi i i
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∑
i βi  0, which justifies the last inequality. What is different here in comparison to the proof of Lemma 1
is that there we had the equivalent of γ0 − γk = 0 due to wraparound in the sum. But now notice that γ0 < π and
γk > 0, as these are both parallelogram angles, so (γ0 − γk) < π ; this justifies the first inequality above. We have
reached the contradiction π =∑i τi < π , so there must be an elbow vertex on P [v0, vk]. Notice that if either v0 or
vk is an elbow vertex,
∑
i τi is unaltered, because of the special computation at the two end vertices. So there must be
an elbow in P(v0, vk), i.e., not on c. Finally, an elbow vertex implies the presence of an elbow, establishing the final
claim of the lemma. 
Fig. 5 shows that this theorem is best possible: the chord passes through one of the three elbow vertices guaranteed
by Lemma 1, and has exactly one to each side. Also note that a chord lying entirely on the boundary could include
two elbows (the boundary between any pair of elbows in Fig. 5 is a monotone chord), but to the other side, there still
must be an elbow.
4. Topological balls
In this section we focus on topological balls built from bricks, and present two results. First, we show that topolog-
ical balls are composed of separable pseudoplanes, a property that the ZZ-object discussed in Section 2 fails to satisfy.
Second, we show the most natural extension of the 2D result in Theorem 2 fails for topological balls in 3D.
Lemma 3. Each belt b[e] of a pseudoplane Z[e] is a simple (i.e, non-self-intersecting) cycle of faces.
Proof. Let f1 ∈ b[e] be a face of brick X of the belt b[e]. Face f1 has two edges parallel to e, call them e1 and e2. We
will prove that f1 is adjacent on both these edges to other faces of the belt. Let f2 be the face of X sharing e1 with
f1. If f2 is exposed, then it is part of b[e], and we are finished. Suppose instead brick Y1 is glued to f2. Then Y1 is
part of Z[e]. Either the face g1 of Y1 that shares e1 with f1 is exposed, or there is another brick Y2 ∈ Z[e] that covers
it. Continuing in this manner through all the bricks Y1, Y2, . . . , Yk sharing e1, the last one in angular order, Yk , must
have its face gk that shares e1 exposed. And gk ∈ b[e] is adjacent to f1. Similarly we may argue that f1 is adjacent to
another belt face across e2.
Therefore, every belt face has degree exactly 2 in the face adjacency graph, and so the belt is a cycle. That it is a
simple cycle follows from two facts. First, a belt self-crossing transversely at face f would require two adjacent edges
of f to both be parallel to e, impossible for a nondegenerate face. Second, a “pinching” of the belt at an edge e from
opposite sides, with four faces sharing e, violates the manifold condition of brick objects. 
We remark that the reason the similar face cycles considered in [6, p. 69] could be nonsimple is that the faces in
that work are arbitrary quadrilaterals rather than parallelograms.
Although each belt is a simple cycle, we have seen in Section 2 that belts are not necessarily trivial knots (Fig. 4).
We now show that topological balls are special in that every belt on a topological ball is a trivial knot.
Lemma 4. Each belt of a pseudoplane of a topological ball brick object is a trivial knot (i.e., an unknotted topological
circle) when viewed as a path in R3.
Proof. Lemma 3 established that belts are simple cycles, i.e., topological circles (but perhaps knotted). The surface
of a topological ball is a topological sphere, which may be embedded in the plane when punctured at a point, via an
isotopy (a continuous deformation that avoids self-intersection). Puncturing at a point not on the belt embeds the belt
in the plane through that isotopy. As a nontrivial knot cannot be embedded in the plane (i.e., mapped to the plane
without self-crossings), the belt must be a trivial knot. 
Thus a pseudoplane of a topological ball takes on the rough topological appearance illustrated in Fig. 7.
Theorem 5. Any pseudoplane of a topological ball object is separating.
Proof. Let Z = Z[e] be a pseudoplane of a genus-0 object O , and assume it is not separating. Then there is a path
of bricks connecting a point A on the top of Z to a point B on the bottom. Let s be a curve in space inside the path
M. Damian, J. O’Rourke / Computational Geometry 39 (2008) 43–54 49Fig. 7. Belts are trivial knots. Because the object has genus zero, each of the three holes depicted must be “capped” above or “cupped” below by
other portions of the object. Here b3 would be selected by the path s in Step 1 of the proof.
Fig. 8. (a) A nonseparating Z leads to (b) closed curves forming the Hopf link.
of bricks connecting A to B . Because Z is itself connected, we can find a curve p inside Z that connects B to A.
The concatenation sp of s and p is a simple closed curve wholly inside the object O . Fig. 8(a) depicts the topological
situation in the simplest case, when sp is a trivial knot (sp is conceivably a more complex knot).
Our goal is to show that sp is linked with a curve β in one of the belts bi of b[e], as shown in Fig. 8(b), and then
argue from this that O cannot be a ball. The remainder of the argument proceeds in three steps.
Step 1. First we select the particular belt bi (not all serve equally well). It is known that any knot is the boundary
of an orientable surface, the “Seifert surface” for the knot (e.g., [1, p. 96]). For a trivial knot, the Seifert surface is just
a disk. And we know from Lemma 4 that each belt is a trivial knot.
For a particular belt bi , let β be a closed curve in the belt that crosses every edge of this belt. Note that β consists
entirely of exposed points: it is a curve on the surface of O . Span β with a Seifert disk Si , ∂Si = β , whose interior
does not intersect Z; thus, the disk is locally exterior to the belt. This means that the exterior belt b0 (the one such
that ccw traversal has the object interior to the left) is spanned toward the outside and curls above or below Z. (The
interior of Si could intersect O—we only require it to avoid Z.) Select the orientation for each disk Si to be consistent
with the top and bottom of Z.
Now, because the path s starts on the top and ends on the bottom of Z, it must pass through one or more Seifert
disks an odd number of times, for each transition switches between top and bottom. Let Si be any Seifert disk that is
traversed an odd number of times. It is this disk which determines the belt bi and curve β used in the remainder of the
proof. In Fig. 7, b3 would be selected because s crosses S3 once, S2 two times, and S1 and S0 zero times (assuming
the most natural Si choices).
Step 2. Second, we argue that β is linked with sp, in the sense that the two curves are not splittable, deformable by
an isotopy to be separable by a plane [1, p. 17]. Although we are countenancing the possibility that sp is complicated,
50 M. Damian, J. O’Rourke / Computational Geometry 39 (2008) 43–54Fig. 9. sp crosses Si an odd number of times. (a) sp cannot be pushed through Si , even when shortcut by δ (b). (c,d) An isotopy reduces the number
of sp ∩ Si intersections to 1.
we know β is just a trivial knot.2 Our claim is that a simple closed curve (sp) that passes through a disk an odd
number of times is linked with the boundary circle (β) of the disk. We attempt to deform sp (if necessary) so that
it only crosses Si once. We seek an isotopy that “pushes through” Si the subsection loops of sp that connect above
between pairs of top points of Si . If this cannot be accomplished, as in Fig. 9(a), then already a portion of sp shortcut
by δ under Si ((b) of the figure) is not splittable from β . And because one knot cannot “cancel” another [9, p. 51],
all of sp is not splittable from β . Otherwise, appropriate scalings and slidings can push the relevant sections of sp
through Si without self-intersection or intersecting β , as in Fig. 9(c,d). (Equivalently, one could deform β “up and
over” sp until all but one intersection remains.) Now shrink β until it forms a tight ring β ′ around the one remaining
penetration of sp through Si . It is now clear that β ′ and sp are not splittable: their linking number [1, p. 21] is 1, just
as with the Hopf link (Fig. 8(b)). Note that, in Fig. 7, sp is not linked with b0, b1, or b2, which shows why it was
necessary to select bi carefully.
Step 3. Third, we derive a contradiction. Recall that sp ⊂ O . Consider a contraction of sp, remaining at all times a
topological circle and within O . (Note that a contraction, unlike an isotopy, permits self-crossing.) It may not contract
to a point within O , because β and sp are linked, and every point of β is exposed, on the boundary of O . In other
words, contraction of sp must at some stage include points exterior to O . Because a topological ball is contractible,
any closed curve embedded in the ball should be contractible within the ball. Thus O cannot be a ball, and so its
surface is not genus zero. We have reached a contradiction to our assumption that Z was separating. 
We have established that topological balls satisfy the separability property, which the cornerless ZZ-object fails
to satisfy. Although we have been unable to show that topological balls always have corners, or find a cornerless
topological ball example, we show that Theorem 2 does not extend to topological balls in 3D, where a monotone
chord in 2D is analogous to a separable pseudoplane in 3D:
Lemma 6. There exist topological balls with no corners to one side of a pseudoplane.
2 We believe it is not essential that β be a trivial knot to establish linking, but the triviality of β makes the argument easier.
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Fig. 11. Top (left) and bottom (right) view of the c-cap from Fig. 10.
Fig. 12. (a) Side view of one quarter piece Q of the c-cap from Fig. 10. Q is composed of four bricks, three of which are adjacent to Z. (b) The
three bricks of Q adjacent to Z.
Proof. The claim of this lemma is established by the topological ball example from Fig. 10, which we will refer to
as the cornerless cap, or c-cap. The c-cap is composed of a pseudoplane Z = Z[e], with e a vertical edge, and a
symmetric cornerless piece O+ that lies on top of Z. Fig. 11 shows top and bottom views of the c-cap.
The cornerless piece O+ of the c-cap consists of four identical smaller pieces Q glued together along whole faces.
Each quarter piece Q is composed of four mutually adjacent bricks, with Z adjacent to three of them, as illustrated in
Fig. 12.
The construction of the piece Q from Fig. 12(a) is depicted in detail in Fig. 13. We start by gluing together three
bricks b1, b2 and b3, so that they all share a vertex u. Adjacent to the three faces incident to u we place a fourth
52 M. Damian, J. O’Rourke / Computational Geometry 39 (2008) 43–54Fig. 13. (a) Three mutually adjacent bricks sharing a common edge. (b) The shaded faces f1, f2 and f3 share a convex vertex u. (c) b4 share f1,
f2 and f3 with b1, b2 and b3. (d) Four mutually adjacent bricks b1, b2, b3 and b4.
Fig. 14. (a) Side view of Z[e1]. (b) Top view of Z[e2].
brick b4. The result is a complex of four mutually adjacent bricks, all of which share a common vertex, any three of
which share a common edge.
Gluing four pieces Q together as in Figs. 10 and 11 renders a symmetrical structure: the c-cap is the union of four
pseudoplanes Z[h] ∪ Z[h]1 ∪ Z[h]2 ∪ Z[h]3, where Z[h]k is obtained by rotating Z[h] by k(π/2) counterclockwise
about the centroid of the c-cap, and h is one of the edges e1 and e2 from Figs. 10 and 11(a). Furthermore, the c-cap
contains no other pseudoplanes, except for Z[e]. The pseudoplanes Z[e1] and Z[e2] are delineated in Fig. 14. It is
now easy to see that the object O+ that lies on top of Z is cornerless. 
5. Discussion
We have shown that there exist topological balls with no corners to one side of a pseudoplane, unlike the analogous
situation in 2D, where there is always an elbow to one side of a monotone chord. We have also identified a property that
arbitrary topological balls satisfy, unlike the cornerless ZZ-object from Section 2. However, the question of whether
there exist cornerless topological balls remains open.
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Fig. 16. A cornerless ball built from c-caps with degenerate bricks (not visible on the surface).
It is natural to attempt to glue several copies of the c-cap from Fig. 10 together to build a cornerless ball, but we
have been unsuccessful in completing the construction. Nevertheless, we describe the attempt as a spur toward further
research along these lines.
Fig. 15(a) shows a c-cap glued to its mirror image (after removal of the supporting pseudoplane Z). Gluing four
such pieces together yields the ring from Fig. 15(b), with four corners on each side. The challenge is to fill in the cracks
between the four interior c-cap pieces. We have been able to fill in these cracks and extend the ring to a cornerless
ball, simply by using two more c-caps on the sides of the ring and filling in the interior. The resulting cornerless ball
is shown in Fig. 16. Our construction, however, uses degenerate bricks to connect interior bricks, i.e., bricks that have
zero length in one of the three dimensions. So this is not a proper “object built from bricks” as defined in Section 1.
Thus the main question raised in [7]—whether every ball has at least one corner—remains open. Based on these partial
results, we now conjecture that the answer to this question is NO.
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